Walks on and around the
South West Coast Path
from Land’s End Youth Hostel
Tin Mine Ruins
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Stretching 630 miles from Minehead on the edge of Exmoor
through to the shores of Poole Harbour, the South West Coast Path
is the best way to explore the West Country's stunning coast.
To find out more visit www.southwestcoastpath.com

Looking north from Land's End

Full details of the walks
can be downloaded by zapping on the
QR codes with your smart phone!
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The National Trust is a charity which
owns about 200 miles of the Cornish
coastline. Its aims are to promote the
conservation of this wonderful
landscape whilst enabling people to
enjoy visiting the countryside in all
sorts of ways. In this area many of
these walks go through National Trust
land. For more information visit:
www.nationaltrust.org.uk

T

his walk visits the old mining town of St Just. It
passes through an area once heavily mined
for tin and copper, passing a number of
historic mining sites, and then along the coast to the
major landmark of Cape Cornwall. It then continues
along the coast past an important prehistoric site
before returning to Land’s End YHA via St Just.
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T

his circular walk links ancient and modern
and shows the importance of tin for centuries.
Catch the bus to Geevor from St Just. Walk to
the Tin Mine Museum, then take the Coast Path
down to one of the loveliest coves on the North
Coast, and up to Chun Downs to the ancient burial
chamber of Chun Quoit.
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Cornwall
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T

he South West Coast Path takes you from
the Land’s End Youth Hostel, past Cape
Cornwall, along the rugged paths of the
Granite Coast and through Cornwall’s oldest
mining district. A bus journey takes you back to St
Just.
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A

coastal walk to Land’s End taking in the
wide open stretches of Whitesand Bay, the
granite quay at Sennen Cove and the
spectacular rocky views at Land's End. Stand at
England's most westerly point then take the bus
back to St Just.

Land’s End YHA

Key
Bus stops for
Geevor Tin mines
circular walk
Bus stops for
Pendeen walk
Bus stops for
Sennen Cove and
Land’s End walk

For further transport information
please see individual leaflets or visit
Traveline at www.travelinesw.co.uk
or phone 0871 2002233
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Maps and Leaflets (including Treasure Trails)
for all these walks
are available from Reception
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